
 

 

 

 PARENT DEVOTION 
 MIRACLES | LESSON 1  

THE MIRACLE OF PEACE IN THE STORM 
  

When Jesus woke up, he rebuked the wind and said to the waves, “Silence! Be still!” Suddenly the wind 

stopped, and there was a great calm. – Mark 4:39 

 

JESUS CALMS THE STORM 
 

READ MARK 4:35-41, LUKE 8:22-25, MATTHEW 8:23-27  

Storms on the Sea of Galilee are serious business. Winds that blow through the hills that surround the 

sea on all sides can suddenly drop, creating sudden, violent and dangerous storms. The disciples in 

today’s passage could very well have been sailing along peacefully as Jesus rested. But suddenly they 

were facing gusty winds, pouring rain, and massive waves. In the midst of their complete panic, they 

found Jesus asleep and wondered if he even cared at all. 
 

It only took a word from Jesus to calm the storm. He spoke directly to the wind and waves and basically 

told them to “stop it!” Can you imagine? The water-logged disciples now faced a different kind of fear: 

they were in the presence of someone who could tell nature what to do. The Bible tells us they were 

absolutely terrified as they asked themselves, “Who is this man?” 
 

We might not face as violent a storm as the disciples, but we have our own storms: serious illness, 

conflict, job loss, financial stresses, etc. It can be easy to feel overwhelmed, much like the disciples did 

that day. But the same God who calmed that physical storm for the disciples lives inside of us and can 

calm our storms, too. So go straight to Jesus just like the disciples did. Go to him with your fears, 

doubts, and questions. And the next time you’re tempted to give in to fear because of the storm you are 

facing, remind yourself that Jesus is in the boat with you and even the wind and waves obey him. 

 

QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT 
 

1. What storms are you currently facing? On a scale of 1 to 10, how overwhelmed do you feel by them? 

Take a few minutes and talk to God about your storms and your fear. 

2. In what ways are you tempted to deal with your storms on your own? Do you try to solve them in your 

own strength? Do you bury your head in the sand and pretend things are calm? Are you tempted to 

self-medicate with food, alcohol, shopping, etc.? 

3. At one point, the disciples asked Jesus, “Don’t you care that we’re going to drown?” Do you ever feel 

like God doesn’t care about you or your storms? What can you do at those times to remind yourself 

of his love and care? 
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